Judge: Mr. Desmond J. Murphy

Best of Breed

GCH INVOLO THE KING OF POP.
TR87668801. 04-07-09. By CH InVolo Seeing Is Believing - Denzel Attention To Detail.

Best of Winners

ETERNAL EMBLEM JP I LOVE SHUREI.

Best of Opposite Sex

ETERNAL EMBLEM JP I LOVE SHUREI.

Select Dog

GCH WILDFIRE ON THE VERGE.
TR89142501. 04-10-09. By CH L'Ete Cadaga The Sorcerer - CH Wildfire On A Roll.

Select Bitch

GCH JAZZBO'S HEADLINE NEWS.
Awards of Merit

GCH WILDFIRE ON THE EDGE.

GCH HALLMARK'S WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART.

GCH FENICE LE BEAUDREAUX.

Winners Dog

MAGIC SUNRISE GREAT GENTLEMAN.

Reserve Winners Dog

WILDFIRE ON THE FLY.

Winners Bitch

ETERNAL EMBLEM JP I LOVE SHUREI.

Reserve Winners Bitch

WILDFIRE ON THE FLY.
Best Puppy

WILDFIRE ON THE FLY.

Best Bred-By Exhibitor

RIEGEL COGAR NEVAEH T'NES.

Best Veteran

CH MACH5 BLICCI'S SANDRA DEE OF.

Best Junior Handler

Chase Koetter
GCH FLASHPOINT'S TICKLE ME TINK MX MXJ NF.